Subject:- Assignment of charge.

Government Order No. 112 -JK (Agri) of 2020
D a t e d 24 -06-2020

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and adjustments are hereby ordered with immediate effect:-

1. Mr. Kuldeep Dhar, I/C Assistant Engineer, SMF Chinore is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Agriculture Research Engineer, Jammu.

2. Mr. Khalid Bashir Zargar, I/C SMS-III Kishtwar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-II Farm Machinery Doda

3. Mr. Arshad Hussain, I/C SMS-III Govt. Workshop Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Engineer, SMF Chinore.

4. Mr. Jamsheed Hussain, I/C SMS-III Kishtwar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ASCO (Engg) Anantnag.

5. Mr. Rajeev Magotra, Tech. Assistant, Agri. Workshop Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-III Govt. Workshop Jammu.

6. Mr. Shiekh Anamul Gul, SCA (Engg) Sopore, Bla is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Agri. Workshop Sangrama/ Kupwara HQ at Sangrama.

7. Mr. Paramjeet Singh Tulla, SCA (Engg) Anantnag is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Agri. Workshop Bijbehara/ Pulwama, HQ at Bijbehara.

8. Mr. Hafiz Ishtaiq Amin, SCA (Engg) Kulgam is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Agri. Workshop Budgam/ Seed Processing Plant Sgr. HQ at Budgam.
9. Mr. Irfan Zahoor Qureshi, Tech Asstt. Shalimar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Seed processing Plant SM Farm Padgampura

The above arrangements shall be:

a) Purely temporary for a period of six months only to look after the work of charge of the post assigned or till these posts are filled up under rules by DPC/PSC whichever is earlier.

b) Not confer any right of superior claim in favour of the officers for regularization and shall be without prejudice to the outcome of any writ petition(s) pending consideration before any competent court(s).

c) Reversible without any prior notice to any officer(s) in whose case any adverse report/remarks are received from any organization/agency.

d) The above list may not be strictly in order of seniority and will be subject to the final outcome in this regard.


Sd/-
(Navin K. Choudhary), IAS
Principal Secretary to Government
Agriculture Production Department
Dated. 24.06.2020

No. Agri/E/SCA/08/Seniority-I
Copy to the:
1. Joint Secretary, (J&K), Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India.
2. Director CAD, Jammu/Kashmir.
3. Director Agriculture Jammu/ Kashmir.
5. OSD to Hon’ble Advisor (S).
6. Pvt Secy to Principal Secretary to the Government, APD.
7. Concerned Officers.
8. Incharge website, APD
9. Govt. Order file (w.2.s.c.).

(Kritika Raina) KAS
Under Secretary to Government
Agriculture Production Department